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backed up by statistics, the fact tha t the work
ing classes are obliged to struggle more strenu
ously for existence than formerly, and thac the 
small dealer and the small producer have been 
entirely crushed out of e,!,istence by the trusts. 
'fhis state of affairs is generally admitted as 
being a very grave menace to our national 

some neighboring telegraph line. 'I.'he alter- drawing aright) and with a hard wall. An 
nating current hum is from some line, it may abundance of soft hangings along the side 
be farther off. It is doubtful if you hear walls, such as heavy curtains upon poles, as 

wireless telegraph Signals, although it is pos- if there were windows in the wall, is ad vis
sible that you do so. 'rhe remedy is to put able. Such echoing halls are often much 
in a metallic return on your telephone line. 

I 
improved by stringing fi ne wires acros� them, 

All these sounds will then cease. 4. Does the several feet above the heads of people; III your 
covering of the high potential electric lighting hall this might be done nine feet above the 
wires completely protect them, or is it still floor. Another decoration can be added which 
dangerous to touch the insulation? A. The would deaden the noises, by putting up an 
insulation of a wire is supposed to protect abundance of bunting or cheesecloth from the 
any one from the current which it is carrying. center of the ceiling to the sides and cor?-e:s 
If the covering is in good condition, it will be as when the hall is dressed for some patrIOtic 

suffiCient to insulate the current. occasion. A gallery with rising rows of seats 

This book is intended to give a scientifi c development. A remedy must be sought; yet 
statement of the progress of aeronautical we think Mr. Call's plan of relief too radical 
science up to the present time. Opening with and too visionary. 
a preface on the "Aero Club of America" by LEH RBUCH DER GEIlICIITI,TCImN CUEMIE IN 
Mr. C. F. Bishop, its president, and an intro- ZWEI BANDEN. ZWEI'm G:\NZLTCH UM-
ductory chapter by Carl Dienstbach telling in GEARBEITETE AUFLAGK Bearoeitet von 
brief what has been done up to the present in Dr. George Baumert, Dr. M. Dennstedt, 

would assist much in breaking up waves of 
should sound. You cannot hope to destroy the echoes 

like to ask upon what do mosqUitoes feed except by such means as these. The idea is 
other than human blood? What attracts to replace the hard surfaces of the wall by 
them to a residence? Are vaults favorable soft and yielding materials, and to break up 
breeding places? �'L Mosquitoes feed on blood the rectangular character of the room, and 
in the imago state. They bite other animals particularly the vaulted ceiling, as much as 

(10544) asks: I. C. D. 
all branches of the art, the book consists of und Dr. F. Voigtliinder. Zweiter 
twenty-three chapters proper by leading Band. Der Nachweis vom Schriftfiil-
American aeronauts and experimenters. schungen, Blut, Sperma, u. s. 'w., un-

A number of these deal with balloons and ter besonderer Beriicksichtigung 
b'allooning in all of its phases, and include der Photographie. Braunschweig: 
articles by A. Lawrence Rotch, William .J. Druck und verlag von Friedrich Vie-

besides man, as you may sec by watching 
them. 'I.'hey fly about and into houses in 
search of food. Stagnant water is their usual 
breeding ground. They like cisterns of rain 
water near houses. They emerge from the 
water in the afternoon, dry themselves, and 
are ready to fly at dusk. "\ny receptacle with 
water standing in it will be used for bringing 
up a family of mosquitoes, even old cans for 
tomatoes and vegetables. All such things 
should be carefully picked up and put bottom 
upward where they will not get water into 
tlwm, if one would be rid of the pest and 
danger of mosquitoes. 

Hammel', Augustus Post, Leo Stevens, and weg und Sohn. 8vo.; paper cover; 
possible. J. C. Mc Coy. Others, such as "The Use of 248 pages, illustrated. 

(10550) C. N. writes: It has been as- w
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cat er ureau, y Iver i' asslg, . ., an 
sorted recently in a photo-magazine that the "The Direction and Velocity of Air Currents," 
beam of light entering the lens of a camera by Charles Fiesse, will be found interpsting 
during the exposure of a plate for 1-1 000 of by all aeronauts and students of meteorology. 
a second is 185 miles long. (1-1000 part of "The Coming Dirigible Airship" i� a very in
the velocity of light taken at 185,000 miles teresting chapter furnished by Capt. IIomer 
per second.) It is stated in support of the W. Hedge. 

Dealing with such problems only as ndmit of 
scientific and tangible solution, this work is 
of rare service to the criminologist. Variou� 
methods of tampering with handwriting are 
discussed and their detection ('xplained, as arc 
also described the microscopical examination 
and identification of the many SUbstances that 
are apt to fi gure in criminal cases. allegation that the light entering the lens l'urning now to the heavier-than-air craft, 

during an exposure has "its origin in the sun, the reader will find a brief chapter by Octave TYPES A:-;D BHF;EDS OF FAHM ANIMALS. By 
and the beam, or rather the multiplicity of Chanute describing "The Wright Brothers' Charles S. Plumb. Boston and New 
rays, hit the object, are refiected therefrom, �Iotor Flyer," and another short essay by the York: Ginn & Co. 8vo.; cloth; 56 3 
and ultimately reach the plate." Without con- brothers themselves on "The Relations Weight pages, illustrated. Price, $2.20 post-
testing the explanation of the action of light, , Speed, and Power of rqyers." Israel Ludlo; paid. (10545) J. S. J. asks: I wish to ask is the explanation a sound argument that the! describes the experimental 1Iights made with Not since 1888 has � volume devoted to the you a probably very simple question in your length of the beam is �85 miles"! If n?t, is his man-carrying aeroplane, which was towed breeds of horses, c'lttle, slwep, and swine been estimation, thus: Will an elpctric light meter the length merely the dIstance of the obJect- by a tugboat and by an automobile and published in America. The most. reC(!nt work register the same at the end of a month say 50 feet from the cam.

era? A. Th� state-
through an attempt at riding in which :lIr. devoted to the breeds entirely omitted a conwhen _4 C. P. lamps are used as it would ment as quoted from the Journal is qUIte .cor- Ludlow received a serious injury. Dr. Alex- sideration of the ilo,-sp. This book differs had 16 or 32 C. P. lights been used, volt- rect. As much light strikes the plates as ilght ander Graham Bell has fnrnished an extract somewhat from others that have preceded it, "ge being the same in both cases? A. An travels in the time of exposure. A second from his address on "Aerial Locomotion," in that a number of breeds have received (')pctric metel' usually registers watts, or exposure, and 185,000 miles of light waves 
which was delivered before the Washington recognition for the prst time, tlH'se being the tl'c product of volts and amperes. A 4 C. P. strike the plate. The light docs not stand 
Academy of Sciences last December. This ex- ass, the mule, the angora and milch goats, all l.'mp cannot tak0 as many watts as a 16 C. P. still betwe�n a plate and an object 50 feet 
tract is entitled "A Few Notes of Progress in of which arc important in certain localities. lamp, and a 16 C. P. lamp will use only about away. It comes from the o�ject all the time. 
the Construction of an Aerodrome," and it The more important breeds have l'ecpived more half as many watts as a :3:.2 C. P. lamp. The It ,:,oves as fast fro,:, the o�Ject to the cam:ra

, deals with some of his experiments with tetra- minute mention than those that hav(' had Ipss meter only registe
,
rs the watts 

.
,which arc used. as It do:,s an�where III �he all'. And the actlO� ! hedral kites. "How to Fly as a Bird" is the influence in developing the gi\'('n stock. 'rl", Lamps of 16 and 32 C. P: u�e ., to 4 :vatt� .per 

, of. 
the ilght IS cumulative :,pon the plate; 18,,' 

title of a very interpsting chapter dealing with! photographs of typieal individuals, with candle when the 1amp IS III good condItIOn. I mIles of waves beat agalllst the plate and . f which the t(>xt is freely ill ustrated give It " . , h d h i ' � .  f an aeroplane constructed along the Illles 0 a , Ihls quantIty the meter s oul s ow. affect It 1-1000 as much as 18.),000 mIles 0 • • • • • 
d f d better idea of the desirable qualities of the Id d VenetIan blllld. Phllhps, III Englan , oun 

(10546) J. C. R. asks: Will you ex- waves wou o. 
that this arrangement of long, narrow, super- different varieties than could be gathered from 

plain the following experiment? I set the (10551) H. L. F. says: Can a loco- posed planes was the most effiCient, and Mr. pages of descriptive matter. 
front wheel of a bicycle in motion and then motive make better time on a high mountain Holland has designed a v(>ry interesting ma- MODERN METHODS OF TESTING MILK AND 
I placed one end of the axle on my first finger. than On the sea level, provided that the grade chine along these lines. Mr. iVilliam .\. l�ddy MILK PHODuCTS. By LuciuoS L. Van 
The result: While it revolves on its axle it is the same in each case? It app('ars as contributps an article entitled "Experiments Slyke. New York: Orange Judd Com-
also tends to revolve in an orbit around me. though if air is rarer there would be less back with Kite- Sustained Aeroplanes," and Mr. pany. 12mo.; cloth; illustrated; 214 If yon revolve it with the axle vertical, it pressure, and for that reason the steam would A. M. Herring describes a simple propeller- pages. Price 75 cents. 
tends to revolve in an orbit as before. A. '1'he act mOl;e powerfully on the piston rod. A. testing device with which he has made several Now that the full danger of impure milk, bicycle wheel in yonr experiments is a form of Whatever advantage in steam pressure a loco- hundred tests of various propellers. "Rubber due either to unsanitary conditions in its progyroscope and revolves as this instrument does. motive would derive at a high altitude from Motors and Flying Machine Models" is the duct ion, or to adulteration, is realized, a knowlYou will find it explained in Hopkins' "Experi- the reduced pressure of the air would be met title of a very interesting article by Mr. Wil- edgp of how to tcst milk is of value to everyone. mental Science," where many forms of the by the reduction of the quantity of oxygen liam H. Kimball. Mr. Kimball has exp(>ri- The tests described by Mr. Van Slyke are gyroscope are illustrated. in the air. If back pressure is reduced by the rnented with numerous helicopter models, some chosen from those that do not require compli-

(10547) L. C. asks: 1. I have made a formpr cause, the amount of air needed to con- of which are illustrated. Prof. William H. cated apparatus or an undue degree of technical 
siderostat. The rather substantial mirror sume a certain weight of coal would be in- Pickering, of Harvard University, also dis- skill, and yet are rpliable. The volume is writ
mount is attached to the shaft of a bicycle fore- creased by the latter. We also think that the cusses this type of flyer. Prof. David '['odd, ten simply, so that by paying strict attention 
wheel bearing. From a 4-inch pulley on this steaming qualiti(>s would be impaired on the i Ph.D., con tributes an article on "Aerial High (0 details, the expe-rimentel' can acquire the 
shaft a belt runs to an inch pulley on the mountain. W" have no data of actual ru�s I Speed," in which he discusses the problem of necessary expertness with very little practice. 
hour sleeve of an ordinary clock. Could you at hand, but should not expect any gre�t dlf-I the hydroplane, or gliding boat, and the L V suggest any wrinkles for reasonably accurate ference between sea level and the altitudes much more difficult one of the aeroplane. THE W ALSCIIAERT OCO'
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attained by ordinary roads., Chal'les M. "Ianly, who was the late Prof. Lang- GEAR. By W. W. Woo . ew or : adjustment? It is intended for projection The Norman W. Henley Publishing work in latitude N.=45 deg. 30 min. 24 sec. (10552) M. F. S. says: Will you please Icy's assistant in his experiments with an aero- Company. 12mo. ; cloth; 193 pages; 
A. You will require that the mirror of your give, in an early number of the Scn;"Tu'IC plane, makes some "Critical Remarks on Pro- illustrated. Price, $1.50. siderostat should rotate in altitude 47 deg., ,\�[j�nrcAN, a receipt for polishing horns for gress," and Dr. ;\. F. Zahn discusses Dr. Alex-

Now that the enormons size of our modern tile amount by which the altitude of the sun hat racks, etc.? A. First scrape with glass to ander Graham Bell'" paper, and also furnishes 
locomotives make" the weight of tile "Stephen"ariPs in a year. In December the sun will at take off any roughness, then grind some an article on "The Law of Atmospheric Re-
son linl, motion" a factor that must be taken noon be 21 deg. above your southern horizon, and pumice stone to powder, and with a piece of sistance of Wires and Rods." l'he book is 

in .Tune it will be 68 deg. above yonr southern cloth wetted and dipped in the powder, rub illllstrated with some sixty half-tone plates, a 
horizon. A gear and a rack will be as simple a them until a smooth face is obtained. Xext considerable number of which have already 
method of adjusting the mirror as any. The rod polish with rottenstone and linseed oil, and appeared in the columns of the ScmNTIPlc 
('an enter the room through an opening and give fi nish with dry fiour and a piece of clean linen A:IfIDltlCA'I, while most of the othpr photo
you the ability of adjusting the beam at any rag. The more rubbing with the stone and graphs are from the collection of William .T. 
time. :2. What is the longitude of the places oil, the better the polish. fIammer. 'Phis book will be welcomed by all 
in the different time zones whose local mean (10553) If a water aeronauts and others interested in the new 
time is taken for the standard time for the C. R. V. says: 

science, as it gives a very good idea of the 
whole zone? A. 'rhe longitudes which are pump, plunger type, should be made from a 

state of this, science at the present time. 
takpn as the standards for the time zones in tube having a ¥r or %-inch bore, and plunger 

fitting snugly in same, check' valve each side, LA TELEGRAPH IE SA:liS FIL F:T LA TI':LE-
etc., plunger moving or having a s(l'oke of 4 MEOANIQUE. A la Partee de Tout Ie 
inches, what would be the limit of revolutions Monde. Par E. Monier. Preface by 
per minute jf fastened to a wh('(>l and crank, D. E. Branly. Paris: H. Dunod et E. 
that it would work satisfactorily? Would it PinaL Second edition, revised and 
be necessary to decrease the revolutions per enlarged. Price, $1. 
minute in ratio to increasing the stroke to An excellent idea of this volume can be 
gain same results as a smaller or shorter gained from the preface to it, written by Dr. 
stroke? What is the fixed rule for this'! A. Branly, the inventor of the cohereI', the trans
The most practical speed for the plunger of lation of a portion of which is given below: 
all pumps is about 100 linear feet per minute. "Although the explanation of the effects ob

into considc'ration, engine bnilders are com
mencing to install a llll'thod of valve actuation 
that has bc('n in �atisfaetorl' usc in T<:urope for 
over half a c('nt1l1',I', nnlll('ly, the Walschaert 
valve gear. The work by :Mr. Wood treats of 
this gear from four different standpoints in as 
many divisions of his volume. 'I'he J<'irst Di
vision is a simple analysis of the gl'ar; th" 
Second Division deals with dpsigning and 
erecting the gear. and is sllitpd for til" master 
mechanic; the 'fhird Division t<'ils of the ad
vantages of the system, and the Fourth Divi
sion is devoted to "Ql1(�:-:;tions and Answers on 
the Walschaert Valve Gpar." Num�rolls draw
ings accompany the text as illustrations to the 
various points emphasized; one set especially, 
shOWing the valve gear in nine different pORi
tions, makes the book a necessity among rail
road shop men. 

the Western Hemisphere arc: GO deg. west, 
colonial time; 75 dog. west, eastern time; 90 
deg. west, ce"tral time; 105 deg. west, moun
tain time; 120 deg. west, Pacific time. This 
system is independent of the location of places 
or cities. J<:astern time happens to differ less 
than four minutes from local time at New 
York. Chicago is about ten minutes from the 
(lOth meridian. The central lines of the time 
sections arc the meridians of even hours from 
GreenWich. 

This speed is irrespective of the size of the tained does not present great difficulty, the INDEX (10548) R. L. H. asks: Kindly pub- plunger and the length of the stroke. If this authors who have endeavored to popularize 
lish in the columns of your paper whether or speed is much exceeded, the valves do not seat the new methods have thought it necessary 
not the magnetism in a watch can be detected properly and the pump does not w"rk to leave them in a sort of half obscurity which 
with an ordinary compass. If not, what is the smoothly. If the stroke is decreased, the num- imposes on the good nature of the reader, and 
proper method? A. To determine whether a bel' of revolutions per minute may be increased probably increases his respect for science. 

OF INVENTIONS 

watch is magnetized, place it on the face of a in the same ratio to keep the piston speed the "In dealing with the elementary principles, 
compass in a fiat position, and turn it slowly same. M. Monier has succeeded in giving a sufficiently 

Por which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 

May 28, 1 907. 
around. If it is magnetized, it will in some (10554) H. W. H. asks: Is there more precise and complete idea of wireless tele
positions re�el the magnetic needle, ��rning it 

,expansion of a charge of air and gas when graphy, and he should be congratulated on not 
away from ItS north and south posItion,

. 
an.d I burnt or exploded in a closed chamber tHan in having given way to the temptation of writing AND E A C H BE A R I N Q T HAT D ATE 

in others it will attract the needle. If It IS! a J'et in the open' What is the cause of a a heavy, abstract scientific work. Those who (See note at end of list about copies of these patents.] not magnetized, it will attract the needle 
-

. . ' . may have the good fortune to read his work 
feebly in some positions, and more strongly pipe snapping when steam IS first t.urned III 

will owe him great gratitude, for they will 
when the main spring is near the needle. it? A. The result of the burning of a certain 

know those things that they should know 
'I.'here will be no repulsion in any position. charge of gas and air is not dependent upon 

about the subject without having had much 
( 10549) 

its being in a closed or open space. The same trouble in learning them." W. M. F. says: Please inform amount of heat and gases should be produced, 
me what would take away the echo from a whether the explosion takes place in the open TIlE CONCENTHATION OF WEALTH. By 
hall which is on the third fioor of a building. or in a closed chamber. In the open air the Henry Laurens Call. Boston: The 
I do not want to use a sounding, board, as it is resulting power cannot be used, and is soon Chandler Publishing Company. 12mo.; 
too expensive. I have inclosed a small plan dissipated into the space around. 'rhe noise cloth; 48 pages. 
of the hall. A. We do not think a sounding- produced when steam is turned into a cold Mr. Call's paper, read before the Ameri-
board would assist the acoustics of your hall. pipe is due to the partial vacuum produced by can Association for the Advancement of Sci
It is just as bad as a hall can be; a square '

I
the condl'nsation of the steam. It is called ence, at Columbia College, New York, Decem

box with a curved ceiling (if we read your a water hammer. ber 27, 1906, presents in very clear form, 

Acid, concentrating nitric, E_ Collett ...... . 
AddreSSing machines, galley for, S. C. C ox. 
AdvertiSing device, G. L. '.rhorne ..... ..... . 
Agricultural Implement, J. J. Hurt .... . .. .  . 
Air brake, T. H. Van Dyke . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
Air brake hose coupling, O. J. Goldsmith . .  
Amusement device, Pulman & Leatherland . .  
Anchor, earth, C. E.  F rost .. . . . ... . .. .. . . .  . 
Animal trap, If'. H. Baker . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .  . 
Animal trap, J. W. Collins . . . . .... .. . ... . .  . 
ArmatUre for dynamo electric machines, R. 

854,928 
855,007 
854,779 
855,247 
854,857 
855,242 
855,1:;2 
8;)5,298 
854,867 
855,2:10 

G. Lamme ............................ 854,897 
Armillary sphpl'P, F. L. Bryant. .......... . .  855,2�6 
Asb screener. H. Platt..... . . ..... ...... ... 855 !I:;5 
Automobile att"ebm'ent, S. T. Epal . . . • . . . . .  855,275 
Automobile folding seat, J. M. !:\olul1 . . . • • • •  855,120 
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